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Abstract
Could offensive cyber operations provide strategic value? If so, how
and under what conditions? While a growing number of states are said
to be interested in developing offensive cyber capabilities, there is a sense
that state leaders and policy makers still do not have a strong conception of its strategic advantages and limitations. This article finds that
offensive cyber operations could provide significant strategic value to
state-actors. The availability of offensive cyber capabilities expands the
options available to state leaders across a wide range of situations. Distinguishing between counterforce cyber capabilities and countervalue
cyber capabilities, the article shows that offensive cyber capabilities can
both be an important force-multiplier for conventional capabilities as
well as an independent asset. They can be used effectively with few casualties and achieve a form of psychological ascendancy. Yet, the promise
of offensive cyber capabilities’ strategic value comes with a set of conditions. These conditions are by no means always easy to fulfill—and at
times lead to difficult strategic trade-offs.


At a recent cybersecurity event at Georgetown Law School, Richard
Ledgett, former deputy director of the National Security Agency (NSA),
told an audience “well over 100” countries around the world are now
capable of launching cyber-attacks.1 Other senior policy makers and experts have made similar statements about the proliferation of offensive
cyber capabilities.2 Yet, offensive cyber operations are not considered to
be an “absolute weapon,” nor is their value “obviously beneficial.”3 There
is also a sense that state leaders and policy makers, despite calling for
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the need to acquire offensive cyber capabilities, do not have a clear conception of their strategic advantages.4 Henry Kissinger in World Order
writes that “internet technology has outstripped strategy or doctrine—at
least for the time being. In the new era, capabilities exist for which there
is as yet no common interpretation—or even understanding. Few if any
limits exist among those wielding them to define either explicit or tacit
restraints.”5 Former CIA and NSA director Michael Hayden notes in
his book that “[f ]rom their inception, cyber weapons have been viewed
as ‘special weapons,’ not unlike nuclear devices of an earlier time. But
these weapons are not well understood by the kind of people who get to
sit in on meetings in the West Wing, and as of yet there has not been a
Herman Kahn [of On Thermonuclear War fame] to explain it to them.”6
Similarly, former commander of the US Strategic Command James Ellis
notes that the current strategic thinking on cyber conflict is “like the Rio
Grande [River], a mile wide and an inch deep.”7
This article offers more strategic scrutiny of offensive cyber operations.
It does not aim to provide a descriptive or explanatory exercise, trying
to understand why military cyber operations have been conducted in
the past. Instead, it proposes the conditions under which these activities
could effectively be conducted. After all, offensive cyber operations can
only be successfully conducted in practice, once we have carefully considered the theoretical parameters of effectiveness.
The focus of this article is on a state actor in the international system
that has established a well-resourced military cyber command (or equivalent) able to conduct a range of offensive cyber operations. Assuming
a state is well resourced, this assessment underemphasizes the obstacles
actors have to overcome to develop or acquire these capabilities.8 It also
excludes defender characteristics from this analysis and only assesses the
value of these capabilities from the perspective of the state actor
using these capabilities.9 In addition, even though there is said to be
an ongoing proliferation of capabilities to nonstate actors—worthy of
analysis on their own terms—the state remains the principal legitimate
actor to use these capabilities. Finally, an offensive cyber capability could
potentially have strategic value short of actual use. Indeed, the coercion
literature makes clear that a credible threat of military action could affect the behavior of other actors.10 Even though these mechanisms could
potentially be important, they are not part of the argument.
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Unlike what some scholars and policy makers have suggested, offensive cyber operations could provide significant strategic value to state actors.
The availability of offensive cyber capabilities expands the options available to state leaders across a wide range of situations. Offensive cyber
capabilities can be both an important force-multiplier for conventional
capabilities as well as an independent asset. They can be used effectively
with few casualties and achieve a form of psychological ascendancy.
However, the strategic value of different offensive cyber capabilities
comes with a set of conditions. These conditions are by no means always
easy to fulfill—and at times lead to difficult strategic trade-offs.
The article first addresses the strategic value offensive cyber operations.
Then it clarifies the nature of offensive cyber operations, distinguishing
between counterforce cyber capabilities (CFCC) and countervalue cyber
capabilities (CVCC). Finally, it creates four propositions on the use of offensive cyber capabilities and specifies the conditions in which they could
provide strategic value.

The Strategic Value of Offensive Cyber Operations
There is no single method to measure the strategic value of offensive
cyber operations. Strategic value can mean at least two different things.
First, it can refer to whether an offensive cyber operation can provide
value in support of a national strategy.11 The assessment of value then is
highly dependent on defining what the strategy is. Following this perspective, one could, for example, analyze how offensive cyber operations
contribute to the pursuit of deterrence—the most frequently referred-to
strategy. Yet, it remains unclear to what degree deterrence (or any other
strategy for that matter) is in fact the correct strategy to pursue.12 Hence,
if we use cyber deterrence as a measure, one may come to the conclusion
that offensive cyber operations do have strategic value or they do not.13
Second, the term “strategic value” could also refer to cyber’s ability
to produce an outcome of conflict itself or, even more broadly, to state
competition. Here, we use a different set of measures for “value”: how
the conduct of offensive cyber operations helps to avoid and/or affect
the strategic outcome of a conflict.14
According to international relations scholar Erik Gartzke, “‘cyber war’
is not likely to serve as the final arbiter of competition in an anarchical
world and so should not be considered in isolation from more traditional
forms of political violence.”15 Although offensive cyber capabilities should
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not be conceived as the most authoritative asset, an analysis of their
strategic value is nevertheless valuable. If one uses “final arbitration” as
a criterion for analysis, almost no capability would pass the test. Hence,
the approach here is more closely aligned with Colin Gray’s review of
military assets’ strategic utility.16 In the final part of his book Explorations of Strategy Gray writes the following about special operations: “[I]
will avoid the trap of immoderate and unrealistic tests of strategic value.
More specifically, the test of independent decisive effect on the course of
a war is a criterion that special operations would fail in most instances.
Since navies, armies, and air forces also fail the ‘test’ of independent decisive effect, one should not hold the special operations community to
a higher standard.”17
Similarly, an offensive cyber operation should not be considered by
itself but with reference to both its direct and indirect effect upon conflict. This reveals an intricate relationship between mission excellence
and strategic success. A well-written piece of code might provide great
tactical value but does not guarantee strategic value, while failed usage
of a cyber capability might provide strategic gains. An example of this
seemingly counterintuitive logic might be Shamoon, the wiper malware
that targeted the world’s largest oil company, Saudi Aramco, in August
of 2012.18 The malware contained multiple coding errors and was badly
executed.19 Yet, with reference to Iran’s broader conflict situation and
posture in the region, it might have had a positive contribution. Not
least, Iran showed it was unwilling to immediately back down following others’ usage of a capability it had hardly developed at the time.
The deployment showed Iran’s military perseverance and perhaps even
enhanced its political standing relative to other states.

The Nature of Offensive Cyber Operations
Offensive cyber operations in this article refer to computer activities
to disrupt, deny, degrade, and/or destroy.20 Offensive cyber operations
generally take place across multiple stages. We commonly distinguish
between reconnaissance, intrusion, privilege escalation, and payload
dropping.21 When thinking about the strategic value of offensive cyber
operations, a useful distinction to consider is that of “counterforce”
and “countervalue” targeting. The terms have been long used in nuclear
planning as the two main courses of military action.22 Counterforce is
when an actor decides to strike at the opponent’s military forces or infraStrategic Studies Quarterly ♦ Fall 2018
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structure. This is differentiated from countervalue strikes, which target
the sources of an opponent’s national strength.23 In this context, counterforce cyber capabilities concern an offensive cyber capability designed
to be used against targets relevant to the military operation. Countervalue cyber capabilities refer to an offensive cyber capability designed
to be used against vital assets of the adversary. These two categories are
presented as Weberian “ideal-types,” meaning that in reality the distinction might become blurred.24
Table 1 lays out the dimensions of the two capabilities, revealing in
which areas they likely overlap and differ. First, the conventional notion
of “range” is not part of the definition and not a characteristic of either
type of capability. Normally, range refers to the distance that a projectile
may be sent by a weapon. Range is thus inherently connected to geography, a
principle which has little meaning in cyberspace.25 “Places have become
geographically disembedded, that is, they are less and less determined
and defined by physical-geographical features,” as Philip Brey writes.26 A
capability may be counterforce even though it is used against an adversary geographically distant (but on the battlefield). And, conversely, one
may attack a country nearby with a countervalue capability. There is also
no inherent feature in the vulnerability, access, or payload of an offensive cyber capability that makes it either a countervalue or counterforce
asset. Both capabilities can exploit software, hardware, or network vulnerabilities and can access air-gapped or non-airgapped systems. Indeed,
despite some of the uncertainty about the exact vulnerability exploited
in the case of Operation Orchard, it can be classified as a CFCC.27
The discussion on payload is associated in nuclear terminology as
“yield.” Also, yield is not and cannot be considered a defining feature of
classifying offensive cyber capabilities. Yield is conventionally calculated
using precise, physical standards. For example, it was alleged that the
early Soviet intercontinental ballistic missile could carry a three megaton
warhead (RDS-37) or a five megaton warhead (RDS-46).28 A similar
classification for cyber capabilities’ payload is not possible; there is no
convention for calculating “maliciousness” in a code as it is target dependent.29 Having said that, for strategic purposes, as becomes clear below,
it is more likely that a CFCC intends to cause less direct harm or damage
than a CVCC. CVCC’s principal target is the critical infrastructure of
state actors. Targets may be facilities for water supply, telecommunication,
electricity generation, or public health. CFCC targets military and
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operational infrastructure of state and possibly nonstate actors.30 Most
nonstate actors are less dependent on territorial assets, making it more
difficult to effectively use these capabilities.
Understanding the costs of these capabilities is not straightforward.
Individually, a CFCC may be cheaper than a CVCC. The obstacles actors
have to overcome to conduct a cyberattack against an industrial control
system of a critical infrastructure are significant.31 Yet, overall, CFCC
may actually be more expensive to maintain and use, especially when
these capabilities are used in response to the actions of other actors. To
clarify this dynamic, imagine a situation in which there are multiple domains of potential conflict. To ensure a state actor can use counterforce
capability when an adversary mobilizes its military capability in one of
those domains, it must develop a capability for each domain—or at least
several domains.32 Yet, a state can use the same CVCC regardless of where
the adversary will attack. The additional costs of relying on CFCC then
comes from two sources: an actor needs to increase its arsenal size to
impose costs on an adversary (if used reactionary), and a more constant
effort to maintain the effectiveness of these capabilities is required given
the transitory nature of offensive cyber capabilities.33 This notion echoes
John Lewis Gaddis’s conclusion on strategies of containment.34 A more
limited form of containment, heavily relying on nuclear weapons, is
cheaper but also less flexible. The more extensive form of containment—
following the notion that the US would defend any territory regardless
of means and area—provides more flexibility, but it also strains budgets.
The aggressor chooses the location, and the receiver reacts accordingly.
Table 1. Countervalue and counterforce dimensions of offensive cyber
capabilities
Dimension

CVCC

CFCC

Target

Vital asset adversary

Operationally relevant asset

Type of target

Often civilian

Often military

Range

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

Vulnerability

Undetermined

Undetermined

Access

Undetermined

Undetermined

Type of payload

Undetermined

Undetermined

Nature of adversary

Normally a state actor

Both state and nonstate actors

Costs

Individually, likely more expensive
Collectively, cheaper

Individually, likely cheaper
Collectively, more expensive
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Numerous examples exist of counterforce targeting by state actors
using offensive cyber capabilities.35 In July and August 2008, Russia
launched a DDOS-attack against Georgia’s network, coinciding with
troops entering the Georgian province of South Ossetia.36 The attack,
conducted in two phases, initially focused on Georgian news and government websites and later embraced a broad set of targets including educational institutions, financial institutions, businesses, and Western media.37
The attacks complicated Georgia’s efforts to manage its logistics, command forces, and deliver its war materials on time.
Another example of a CFCC is the Israeli use of the Suter Program
developed by BAE systems.38 The Israeli Air force allegedly used the
technology to conduct an airstrike against a nuclear reactor in Northern
Syria.39 On 6 September 2007, F-15Is and F-16Is fighters flew into Syrian
airspace, bombing the precise location of the nuclear plant in the
Deir ez-Zor region of the country. Syria’s air defense systems were fed
a false-sky picture that allowed the Israeli fighters to conduct the entire
process completely unnoticed.40
What are cases of CVCCs? Stuxnet can be categorized as a CVCC.
Another example is the attack on the Ukraine power grid. On 23
December 2015, hackers took down almost 60 electrical substations
in Ukraine, leaving more than 230,000 people without electricity for
several hours.41 As Kim Zetter writes, “They were skilled and stealthy
strategists who carefully planned their assault over many months, first
doing reconnaissance to study the networks and siphon operator credentials,
then launching a synchronized assault in a well-choreographed dance.”42
Overall, there are fewer examples of countervalue cyber capabilities
known today used far from national borders and fielded military forces.
Herein also lies an important observation: there is still much strategic
room for states to explore.

Strategic Value of Counterforce and
Countervalue Cyber Capabilities
Having laid out the dimensions of CVCC and CFCC, we can now
look at the distinct advantages and disadvantages of these capabilities.
Four propositions emerge. The first is considered to be the “master”
proposition, as the other observations follow from it.
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Proposition 1: Offensive Cyber Capabilities
Provide an Extra Option for State Leaders
Gray, in his review on the strategic value of special operation forces,
writes:
Special operations can expand the options available to political and military
leaders. . . . In theory, there are always alternatives to the use of force—diplomacy,
economic sanctions, and the like. In practice, however, there are some situations
that one cannot resolve successfully without resort to physical coercion. The
availability of a special operations capability means that a country can use force
flexibly, minimally, and precisely. The realization by the enemy that one has a
special operations capability can have beneficial effects on calculations made
abroad. In time of war, both in its independent and supporting roles, special
operations enhance the flexibility with which one can use force.43

The value of offensive cyber capabilities is very similar; having the
choice to use a cyber capability expands the options available to leaders.
David Sanger writes in Confront and Conceal that “the origins of the
[US] cyberwar against Iran goes [sic] back to 2006, midway through
George W. Bush’s second term. Bush had often complained to his secretary
of state, Condoleezza Rice, and his national security adviser, Stephen
Hadley, that his options regarding Iran looked binary: let them get the
bomb or go to war to stop it. ‘I need a third option,’ Bush told them
repeatedly. When that option emerged, it came from inside the bowels
of the US Strategic Command, which oversees the military’s nuclear
arsenal.”44 The product was Olympic Games. Sanger writes that the motivation behind this operation was twofold: “[t]he first was to cripple, at
least for a while, Iran’s nuclear progress. The second, equally vital, was to
convince the Israelis that there was a smarter, more elegant way to deal
with the Iranian nuclear problem than launching an airstrike that could
quickly escalate into another Middle East war, one that would send oil
prices soaring and could involve all the volatile players in the region.”45
In simple terms, it is said that offensive cyber operations allow for
action within the “gray zone” of foreign activities, neither war nor peace.
As scholar Herb Lin argues, “Nuclear comes AFTER conventional
conflict has commenced. . . . Escalation concerns involve moving from
conventional conflict to nuclear conflict. Going nuclear is escalatory. . . .
[Instead,] cyber comes in the early stages of conflict (BEFORE kinetic
war). In principle, cyber [is] just another weapon to be used by . . . military
forces. . . . Going cyber is pre-escalatory.”46 Even though offensive cyber
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operations provide an extra option, they are not the “prewar capabilities”
that simply add another rung to the ladder of escalation. Offensive cyber
capabilities can be used in times of both peace and war, in conflicts with
different intensity, with and without kinetic force and can influence the
activities of all other domains of warfare and lead to escalation or
de-escalation. The exact nature and utility of usage, however, inherently
differs for countervalue and counterforce capabilities, as will become clear.47

Proposition 2: Offensive Cyber Capabilities Can Be Used
Effectively in Conjunction with Other Military Capabilities
Several scholars note that “unlike weapons of mass destruction, cyber
weapons are an integral part of the commander’s arsenal in conducting
force-on-force and asymmetric warfare and will be used in concert with
kinetic weapons to soften up the adversary’s defenses.”48 Indeed, there is
little question that CFCCs can be deployed in conjunction with other
military capabilities—in fact, that is what makes them attractive to use.
Like small amounts of investments can create much larger changes in
total output of an economy through a multiplier effect, so can the use
of a relatively simple CFCC greatly alter the outcome of a conflict.49
Yet, the effectiveness of CFCCs in this manner is dependent on one key
condition: force integration.
The required nature of force integration depends on the form of interdependence between the offensive cyber operations and conventional
military operations.50 First, there can be, what I call “pooled interdependence,” when CFCCs and conventional capabilities perform separate
functions. While the activities may not directly depend on each other,
each provides individual contributions to the same goal. This is very
much in line with the activities of Russia against Georgia in 2008 and
more recently against Ukraine.51 The use of multiple attack vectors
caused a “mashup” of indirect dependencies leading to success of the
overall engagement.
Second, there can be “sequential interdependence” when the use of
a CFCC in the overall military process produces an outcome necessary
for the success of subsequent conventional capability. Operation Orchard is an excellent example of how CFCCs can dramatically increase
the effectiveness of other military capabilities in this manner. The F-15s
and F-16s used by the Israeli air force against Syria in 2007 were not
equipped with stealth technology. But tripping off Syria’s air defense
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radar system nevertheless ensured the Israeli air force could accomplish
the missions while remaining undetected. Note that the multiplier effect
may be larger for situations of sequential interdependence, yet the risks
are also higher. Failed use of a CFCC may have disastrous consequences
for the follow-on operation, leading to a failure of the overall process.52
Even though CVCCs typically are not integrated with kinetic forces
on the battlefield, there are still incentives to use these capabilities in
conjunction with other forces in certain conflict situations. Consider
a scenario in which actor A attacks our imagined state actor (actor B)
through either conventional or cyber means. The most obvious response
of actor B (or ally of actor B) would be to raise the cost of the attacker
(actor A) by deploying defense capabilities on the battlefield. But actor
B can further raise the costs of the attack by means of using a CVCC
against a vital asset of actor A. There are three conditions that could
make this response particularly effective.
The first condition is perhaps the most obvious: actor B must be able
to inflict enough harm or damage against actor A that it is perceived
to be a substantive cost (which in turn can be leveraged). Offensive
cyber capabilities that have the potential to cause high levels of harm or
damage often go beyond effects created in cyberspace. One could, for
instance, consider the sabotage of a water dam or power plant through
a cyberattack, leading to the physical destruction of this infrastructure.
In discussions on the use of conventional capabilities for coercive purposes, the focus is generally on a geographical area. In the case of a nuclear
bomb, we can calculate the different radii of serious and less serious
contamination. What we cannot do is differentiate within that area. The
usage of a CVCC does not come with these restrictions; its effects can be
selectively dispersed across a large geographical space (e.g., all hospitals
in a certain country running on a certain system). This opens up new
ways of thinking when it comes to countervalue capabilities. Instead of
taking down one vital asset of a country, there is also an opportunity to
paralyze the country through attacking a large amount of geographically
dispersed systems.
The second condition is that actor A must be able to discern with a
high level of certainty that the retaliatory act through cyberspace comes
from actor B. This condition might seem trivial, and it is for conventional capabilities, but for CVCCs there are two complications. First,
actor A must be aware that the attack came from actor B. Plausible
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deniability is normally said to be to an advantage to the attacker. Yet, in
this case it is an additional hurdle for actor B, as the aim for actor B is to
show that it is retaliating in response to actor A’s actions. This discussion
has led to early talk about the need to develop “loud” cyberweapons.53
Second, actor A must be able to delineate actor B’s cyber response from
the more constant state of cyber activity. Cyberspace, given its interconnectedness, is said to be a space of constant contact, action, hostility,
and change.54 In February 2017, the director of UK’s National Cyber
Security Centre said that the country had experienced 188 “high-level
cyber attacks” in the previous three months.55 If allegedly a government
is attacked multiple times a day by state-sponsored actors, how does it
know this particular attack is part of a retaliatory strike?56
The third condition is that the actor designs the CVCC in such a
manner that it is able to control the temporal nature of the harmful or
damaging effects. Scholars often talk about the effect of offensive cyber
operations only being able to be temporal.57 But a truly intelligent design of a capability goes beyond this and aims to control the duration
of effect. Control refers to the defender’s inability to stop or reverse the
effects of the cyberattack and the attacker’s ability to stop or reverse the
effects of the attack at any given time.
This type of capability design would allow for CVCC to be used
somewhat similarly to economic sanctions. The simplest design for this
type of capability would be large-scale DDOS attacks with multiple C2
servers and a large number of zombie computers (infected with different
malware). Another type of design would be a variant of a wiper. The
wiper would copy all the relevant data before it executes the disk-wiping
command. The leverage is that the attacker could give the data back following conflict termination (in the scenario described above). Overall,
if the usage of a CVCC is discernible and its effects controllable, it can
be used as an independent asset—and even allow for the prevention of
further conflict and the maintenance of stability in a certain region.58
In fact, countervalue cyber capabilities also have a distinct advantage
compared to economic sanctions. Sanctions are inherently public, which
leads to additional reputational costs for the aggressor if it backs down
post-action. The value of CVCC is that these activities could potentially
take place in a covert manner, making it easier for a leader to save face
after it backed down. Overall, this leads to new possibilities of compellence, that is to change the behavior of actors.
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Ultimately, combining the above three conditions leads to a dilemma
for the use of a CVCC. After all, it is difficult to combine the first and
last conditions. If an effect is created beyond cyberspace, it is hard to
reverse this effect at a later time. And, the reverse is true as well: if the
direct effects of an operation do remain within cyberspace, the effects
may not be substantial enough to be leveraged against the opponent.

Proposition 3: Offensive Cyber Capabilities Can Be Used
to Achieve a Form of Psychological Ascendancy
An extensive body of military research has been devoted to understanding the psychological impact of military operations. In particular,
numerous scholars have sought to assess how the psychological effects
of air operations during major conflicts—such as World War II, the
Korean War, the Vietnam War, and the Persian Gulf wars—have helped
to coerce and/or demoralize the adversary.59 Also offensive cyber operations may have psychological effects. The nature of this effect, however,
tends to differ from most conventional military operations: rather than
frightening the adversary, the effects are subtler and relate to humiliation
and confidence degradation. It is also less about threatening escalation
and more about exposing vulnerability for offensive cyber operations.
An old example illustrates this particularly well. On an afternoon
in June 1903, the Italian inventor and electrical engineer Guglielmo
Marconi was about to demonstrate how Morse code messages could be
wirelessly transmitted over long distances.60 In the lecture theater of the
Royal Academy of Sciences, Marconi’s assistant John Ambrose Fleming
was waiting to showcase the powerful point-to-point system technology
in front of a large audience. Marconi himself was about 300 miles away,
preparing to send a signal to London from a clifftop station in Cornwall,
UK. Yet what followed was not in Marconi’s playbook:
Minutes before Fleming was due to receive Marconi’s Morse messages from
Cornwall, the hush was broken by a rhythmic ticking noise sputtering from the
theatre’s brass projection lantern, used to display the lecturer’s slides. . . . Someone,
[Fleming’s assistant] Blok reasoned, was beaming powerful wireless pulses
into the theatre and they were strong enough to interfere with the projector’s
electric arc discharge lamp. Mentally decoding the missive, Blok realized it
was spelling one facetious word, over and over: “Rats.” A glance at the output
of the nearby Morse printer confirmed this. The incoming Morse then
got more personal, mocking Marconi: “There was a young fellow of Italy, who
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diddled the public quite prettily,” it trilled. Further rude epithets—opposite
lines from Shakespeare—followed.61

A trick was played by Nevil Maskelyne, a British magician using
Morse code for his illusions, enlisted by the Eastern Telegraph Company.
Maskelyne’s actions highlighted that Marconi’s technology was nowhere
near as secure as he claimed. After the incident, Marconi did not immediately respond publicly: “I will not demonstrate to any man who
throws doubt upon the system.” The New Scientist writes that, “Fleming,
however, fired off a fuming letter to The Times of London. He dubbed
the hack ‘scientific hooliganism’, and ‘an outrage against the traditions
of the Royal Institution’. He asked the newspaper’s readers to help him
find the culprit.”62
The century-old hack aptly demonstrates a potent ability of offensive
cyber operations today: the ability to humiliate an enemy. This is also
demonstrated for more recent CVCC and CFCC usage. The goal of
Stuxnet (a CVCC) was not to maximize damage but (in part) to embarrass the Iranians.63 And the worm has done so successfully. Natanz
was a hardened fuel enrichment plant (FEP), buried deep underground,
seemingly impossible to strike. Some of the country’s most renowned
scientists and engineers were dismissed as incompetent, unable to explain what was going on with the industrial control systems in Natanz.
The malware was only discovered after non-Iranian security researchers
started to analyze the code, another sign that the Iranians were unable to
protect their own most secretive and prestigious program.64
Operation Orchard (a CFCC) is one of the Israeli military’s finest
moments. For Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, it was a humiliating
experience. After the attack the Syrian government initially claimed that
its antiaircraft weapons had fired at Israeli fighters, which had bombed
an empty area in the desert. Later, Assad insisted during an interview
with Der Spiegel at his palace that “[t]he facility that was bombed was
not a nuclear plant, but rather a conventional military installation.”65
These types of cyberattacks remind us of the psychological effects
of some of the special operations Colin Gray describes. For example,
“during the war of attrition with Egypt in 1968–70, Israeli commandos
attacked one of the ‘crown jewels’ of the Egyptian economy, the Naj
Hamadi transformer station and bridge which were 320 kilometers
inside Egypt. [It is an example of ] a state being revealed as unable to
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protect its assets.”66 Overall, both special operations and cyberattacks
can “inflict exemplary punishment as well as actual loss.”67
To achieve some form of psychological ascendancy could be both the
main purpose and side effect of using an offensive cyber capability.68
From the perspective of our imagined state actor assuming the defender
and/or other third party does not disclose the intrusion, there are three
options: attack and immediately disclose; attack and conceal, but disclose later; or attack and conceal. If an attacker postpones disclosure it
can expose the intrusion at a time when the strategic context is more
favorable (e.g. when target is particularly exposed to this news, during,
for example election season, or when distraction away from internal
problems is convenient). If an attacker never discloses, it can enhance
credibility and make compellence easier in the future, as was stated above.

Proposition 4: Offensive Cyber Capabilities Can Be Used
Effectively with Few Casualties
In 2015, when India’s Prime Minster Narendra Modi launched “Digital
India Week” he stated that “clouds of a bloodless war are hovering” in
the world.69 It was a reference to the global cyber threat that he believed
India could play a lead role in countering.
The uses of CVCCs and CFCCs so far have indeed not been lethal,
but the argument is not that it cannot happen. A civilian can be a direct
and indirect target of a cyberattack. A potential example of a direct attack concerns the alteration of medical devices that could give a deadly
shock if hacked. The doctor of former Vice President Dick Cheney ordered the wireless functionality of his heart implant to be disabled due
to fears it might be hacked in an assassination attempt.70 This has proven
to be a valid fear following Barnaby Jack’s demonstrated research on
vulnerability in medical devices.71 More indirect forms of harm can be
caused by using an offensive cyber capability against transportation networks (causing airplane/train crashes) or dam facilities (causing pollution
or flooding).
Instead, the notion of “bloodless war” rests on two pillars. The first
pillar directly connects to the earlier debate on whether cyberwar makes
for a more or less violent world. Tim Maurer concludes “cyberwarfare
might be how we will fight the battles of the future. The evidence so far
suggests, however, that a digital Pearl Harbor would cost fewer lives than
the attack 70 years ago. It might not be pretty, but from a humanitarian
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point of view, that’s good news.” Maurer notes that Stuxnet delayed
Iran’s nuclear development without killing anyone. Hence, his argument is that if actors use a Stuxnet-like capability more often, it would
reduce the human costs of war.72 Similar conceptions are provided by
Thomas Rid and John Arquilla.73
The other pillar on which the bloodless war conception rests is that of
the attacker’s casualty sensitivity.74 Though the literature is divided on
whether mounting casualties by themselves drive public attitudes toward
conflict and inherently lead to reduced public support, the scholarly
consensus is that public attitudes toward war are not indifferent to the
human costs of its soldiers.75 The common conception is that the public
makes some kind of “end-means” calculus about war.76 A cyber warrior
sits far away from the battleground—whether developing a tactical or
strategic cyber capability. It is hard to conceive how these individuals
can suffer bodily harm during an offensive cyber operation.77
Although the bloodless war perception provides a powerful push factor
to use an offensive cyber capability, there is a major caveat with respect to
this discussion. Offensive cyber operations can have the ability to limit
casualties on both sides.78 Yet imprudent use can severely increase the
undesired impact of these capabilities. As Steve Bellovin, Susan Landau,
and Herb Lin note, “indiscriminate targeting is not an inherent characteristic of all cyberattacks.”79 Historically, there has often been mismatch between the intent and the actual damage caused by cyberattacks.
When graduate student Robert Morris released one of the first computer worms distributed via the internet in 1988, he never intended to
create an overall system downtime leading computers to slow down to
the point of being unusable. The worm’s alleged purpose was to measure
the size of the internet, but a critical bug in the spreading mechanism
transformed it into a highly disruptive attack.
Bellovin, Landau, and Lin examine the requirements and policy implications of targeted cyberattacks.80 Their main conclusion is that “precise
targeting requires good technical design . . . [and] intelligence . . . of the
target’s environment.”81 The scholars indicate that precise intelligence
on the configuration of target machines is especially important when
cyberattacks focus on physical assets, considering the high risk of collateral damage.82
What should also be noted is that, as discussed for Proposition 2,
the relationship between spatial area of damage and collateral damage is
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more complex for CVCCs compared to the use of conventional capabilities. There does not have to be any correlation between the geographical
distribution of effects and the distinctive or targeted nature of an offensive cyber operation. Overall, the belief held in many military quarters
is that with sufficient testing and retesting prior to usage, offensive cyber
operations can achieve a designed effect and minimize damage to entities that should remain unharmed.83 But it does mean that the costs for
developing an offensive cyber capability are substantially higher too.

Conclusion
This article examined the strategic value of offensive cyber operations,
distinguishing between counterforce and countervalue cyber capabilities. While distinct advantages exist for using offensive cyber operations,
it should be clear that there are many things offensive cyber operations
cannot do. The cyber warrior is much more anonymous, and the way cyber
operations unfold will not create the kind of heroics that raise public
morale. At the same time, the effective use of offensive cyber capabilities
comes with a number of conditions that can sometimes be difficult to
meet and might even conflict. A better conceptualization of these conditions and potential trade-offs helps set the required technical parameters
of future cyber capability development.
Ultimately, offensive cyber operations can lead to significant strategic
advantages for a state actor. They can serve as a force multiplier as well as
an independent strategic asset. Above all, the potential use of offensive
cyber capabilities provides an extra option to state leaders across a range
of situations.
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